We address the problem of giving a clean and uniform mathematical model for handling user de ned data types in imperative languages, contrary to the ad-hoc treatment usual in classical denotational semantics. The problem is solved by de ning the store as a homomorphic mapping of an algebraic structure of left values modelling containers into another one of right values modelling contents. Consequently store transformations can be de ned uniformly on the principle that they are minimal variations of the store embedding some basic intended e ects and compatible with the homomorphic structure of the store.
Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of giving a clean mathematical model for user de ned types in imperative languages, i.e., languages whose underlying model is based on some notion of internal state, sometimes also called store. In the classical denotational model (see, e.g., 17], chapter 7.3) handling structured types, like array types, requires an ad-hoc treatment for each type constructor, including, e.g., an ad-hoc allocation and deallocation mechanism. Our aim is to give a homogeneous approach that can be followed whichever ? This work has been partially supported by Murst 40% -Modelli della computazione e dei linguaggi di programmazione, CNR -Formalismi per la speci ca e la descrizione di sistemi ad oggetti and Murst -Tecniche formali per la speci ca, l'analisi, la veri ca, la sintesi e la trasformazione di sistemi software.
is the data structure of the language, including also in a uniform way pointer types.
We start from the traditional idea of introducing the left and the right value of a variable identi er, to model the two di erent meanings that an identi er has when considered either at the left or at the right side of an assignment; in an informal way, we can say that, at some execution stage, an expression denotes at the right a value (like an integer or a boolean) and at the left a location (i.e., a container for values); we will call these values right and left values, respectively, from now on. Following this idea, the traditional model for Pascal-like languages uses a notion of store as a mapping from left values into right values. Right values have an algebraic structure, in the sense that there are operations on them (e.g., sum and product on integers) corresponding to the operation symbols which appear in the language expressions.
The central idea of this paper is that also left values must have an algebraic structure, and that a store is a homomorphic mapping of the left into the right structure.
Seeing a store as a homomorphism has a number of interesting consequences. First of all, the transformations over a store can be uniformly and rigorously de ned on the basis of the principle that they are minimal variations compatible with some basic intended e ect (e.g., some elementary substitution). Thus semantic clauses too, which rely on these transformations as auxiliary functions, can be given uniformly; for example, we can give a unique (polimorphic) clause for assignment in Pascal and Ada-like languages holding whichever is the type of the left and right expressions.
The key ideas are summarized in a formal structure, called left-right structure, which takes into account, together with a notion of store as homomorphism, also the store transformations. To understand its role, for example a leftright structure can be seen as the formal model underlying a programming language; the semantic clauses just give the connection between the syntax and this model. The paper is structured as follows: in Sect.1 we present the problem and outline the solution; in Sect.2 we show the formal model; in Sect.3 we illustrate the application to the semantics of languages, including Pascal-like and spreadsheet languages (which is a rather non-standard issue); nally in the conclusion we mention some related work. Algebraic de nitions used throughout the paper are reported in the appendix.
A Motivating Example

The Problem
In 17], Chapter 5, imperative languages are informally de ned as languages that utilize the store, which is \a data structure that exists independently of any program in the language" and which \is not explicitly mentioned in the language's syntax, but it is possible to build phrases that access and update it". The fundamental example of a store is a computer primary memory, but le systems and data bases are also examples. In an imperative language, there are in general syntactic constructs (usually called commands) whose semantics is, roughly speaking, a store transformation.
The most traditional examples of imperative languages are Pascal-like languages, and the most simple command in these languages is an assignment like, e.g., Thus we give a store de nition which is slightly di erent from the traditional one (a mapping from Loc into Val de ned only for a nite number of elements), as a partial function whose domain is a nite subset of the set Loc of all the available locations. That allows us to distinguish the case of a location which is unused in the current store (formally, it does not belong to its domain) from the case of a location which is in use, i.e., it is currently denoted by some variable identi er, but not yet initialized (formally, it belongs to the current store domain, but has no associated value).
The restriction that domain of the store must be nite re ects the intuition that the store is an abstraction of a real memory, with a nite number of used cells; analogous restrictions should be made, to have a realistic model, on the size of stored objects (for instance we should have a nite subrange of integers instead of Z Z). Anyway, we omit these restrictions in the paper for sake of simplicity.
The e ect of an assignment like above is, roughly speaking, to add to the current store an association from the location corresponding to x to the value obtained evaluating y+1. The formalization depends on the overall semantics of the language. For example, a typical model for a language with block structure and without goto's introduces another structure, the environment, which is a mapping from identi ers into their denotations (locations are denotations of variable identi ers), and formalizes the e ect of a command as a function which, for a given environment, returns a store transformation (see, e.g., 18]). Env = Id ! Den] Den = Loc + : : :
The semantics of the above assignment is as follows:
where = ] denotes the usual function substitution.
The above clause shows that in an assignment an identi er has a di erent semantic interpretation depending on its position: it denotes a location when appearing in the left-hand side, a value (e.g., an integer) when appearing in the right-hand side. For that reason these two di erent semantic values are called the left and the right value of the identi er, respectively. Introducing two di erent semantic functions for left and right expressions, i.e., expressions which may appear in the left-hand (resp. right-hand) side of an assignment, the above clause can be obtained as an instance of the following general clause for assignment: of course in the case of an identi er we have
Note that in the case in which a variable identi er, say id, has been declared (hence there exists some corresponding left value in use), but not initialized (hence there is no associated right value), id is de ned as left expression, while id is not de ned as right expression; in other words, id can be used at the left-hand, but not at the right-hand side of an assignment. The association variable identi er-location is established at the declaration time. Adding a new location to the domain of the store formally models allocation. Deallocation when exiting a block is modelled in an analogous way, i.e., considering for simplicity only one variable declaration: Here we assume that a declaration may modify, not only the environment, but also the store.
Let us consider the case of compound data structures ( 17] However, an assignment to arr cannot be modelled using this general schema, but is actually expanded to ten assignments, one for each of the components: Analogously, allocation and deallocation for a variable identi er of an array type cannot be modelled following the idea shown in (**), i.e., by simply adding/cancelling a left value of the array type in the domain of the store; allocation for arr is expanded to ten allocations of integer locations (see 17] for the details).
The problem with this approach, which is the usual one in denotational semantics, is that the clauses for the assignment have to be given speci cally depending on the particular structure of the variable type; in other words there is no uniform clause and hence no general notion for assignment. Consequently any speci cation/validation system has to rely on the particularity of the speci c structure we are considering. In particular there is no way to check that assignment, allocation and deallocation clauses are correct, since there is no general requirement to satisfy.
What we look for in this paper is a general and more abstract model, which allows to treat assignment, allocation and deallocation in a uniform way for any data structure, thus providing a basis for a systematic approach to proving semantic properties.
Solution Outline
We start from two basic ideas. First, we model a data structure (values of di erent kinds with operations for handling them) as a (many-sorted partial) algebra. Second, we want to keep the idea of modelling the store as a mapping from value containers (locations) into values, but now the mapping has to be consistent with the algebraic structure (the operations), i.e., to be a homomorphism.
Putting the two things together we have at the semantic level, for a given collection of types of the language, an algebra consisting of a set of right and Here and in what follows, = always denotes strong equality, i.e., e 1 = e 2 holds if and only if either the two sides are de ned and equal or both are unde ned.
The properties (Dom) and (Graph) can be expressed in a general way for any data type, by structuring the domain of the store Dom( ) as a sort indexed family of sets and seeing as a structure preserving mapping, i.e., a homomorphism, as follows.
Starting from the domain of the store we can de ne in an obvious way an algebra over a , which we denote still by Dom( ) by abuse of notation, interpreting right sorts and operations as in A, L-int (resp. L-a) by the sets of the locations of type int (resp. a) currently used in the store, and the left array selector by the restriction of ] A to the existing left values.
In this way, the property (Dom) above can be formalized in the algebraic setting requiring that Dom( ) is a strong subalgebra of A; the property (Graph) corresponds to requiring that by extending the store by the identity over right values, we get a partial homomorphism from Dom( ) into the restriction of A to only right sorts and operations (refer to Sect.2 for the detailed de nitions).
A major consequence of seeing the store as homomorphism is the possibility of qualifying the store transformations that can occur in a program execution in a way that it is independent of the particular data structure. Considering for example substitution: the basic intended e ect is that a new association sig a = sorts L-int; R-int; L-a; R-a; ind opns is added from a used location into a right value, removing any preceding association with this location. Now we can de ne substitution essentially as the minimal variation of the store which has the above intended e ect and is compatible with its homomorphic structure, i.e., gives a new store which is still a homomorphism.
Analogously for allocation, deallocation and alike. The de nitions are in Sect.2 and are given recursively over the general de nition of store.
Then we get immediately two important applications.
{ We can provide uniform semantic clauses, independently of the data type, since we can use the global de nition of the store transformations as auxiliary functions. For example the assignment clause takes the general form
where now == ] denotes substitution (in the sense described before and formally given in Sect.2). { For every data type we can check whether the explicit (non-recursive) denition of the store transformations is correct, in the sense that the resulting transformation, usually given by a series of detailed clauses, is the same as the one given by general de nition. For example, in the case of the example array type array 1..10] of int, the correct explicit de nition of substitution is the one shown in Fig Note that even for a simple example data type the de nition is complex. The uniform implicit de nition we will give in Sect.2 (Def.12) turns out to be more compact, hence more readable for humans; on the other side, the process of \extracting" the explicit de nition in Fig.2 from the implicit version can be easily automatized.
We refer to Sect.3 for many other examples of left-right algebras corresponding to types of existing languages.
Left-Right Structures
The formal treatment given in this paper is within the framework of manysorted partial algebras; a summary of notations and de nitions used within the paper is given in the Appendix. The choice of a many-sorted framework is natural since we want to model typed languages. On the other side, partiality arises in modelling data types in an imperative environment for two di erent reasons: rst, the right algebra can be partial (e.g., if we have natural numbers with the predecessor operation); second, even assuming that all the involved data structures are total, the store is by de nition a partial mapping from left into right values (variables may be not yet initialized). However, the choice of modelling this situation by means of the algebraic framework of partial algebras has only been made since it seems the most natural, and all our de nitions and results could be rephrased by using, e.g., totalized (like in classical Scott's approach) or order-sorted algebras.
We give now the formal presentation of our framework of left-right structures; in 2.1 we de ne stores, i.e., structures modelling intermediate con gurations in the execution of a program; in 2.2 we de ne dynamic operations, i.e., oper-ations modelling store transformations.
Stores as Homomorphisms
Before formally introducing stores, we have to de ne the overall algebraic structure for left and right values, that we call a left-right algebra. That is an algebra over a particular kind of signature, that we call left-right static signature.
We assume that in the language there are two di erent kinds of types: the types whose values can be stored, called left-right types and the types whose values cannot be stored, called right types. The left-right signature modeling the data structure of the language will have two sorts for each left-right type, one of the actual values, called right, and one of the corresponding locations, called left; for each right type we will have only the right sort.
Moreover, the left-right signature will contain three di erent kinds of operations:
{ pairs of operations returning a left value and a right value in a \correspond-ing" way (e.g., array selectors: given an array location and an index return an integer location; given an array value and an index return an integer); { operations returning left values for which there is no analogous operation on right values (e.g., an operation which, given a location, returns the next location in the store); { operations returning right values for which there is no analogous operation on left values (e.g., integer sum, product and so on).
Notice that for the operations which have both the left and the right version it is su cient to give one of them; in the formal de nition below we have chosen to give the left one. We denote by A store the set of the stores of A.
Here above A R j St denotes the reduct of A R w.r.t. the signature morphism
St (see the appendix, also for the de nition of subalgebra generated by a family of sets). Due to the requirements that a store must satisfy, it turns out that it is uniquely determined by xing which are the currently existing basic locations Loc D and their associate right values. Hence it is more convenient to introduce a notion of store kernel which consists in a mapping from a nite set of basic locations into right values (Def.4 below). In this way a store can be de ned as the minimal -homomorphism : D ! A R j St which extends a store kernel and moreover satis es the consistency requirements, i.e., conditions 1-4 above. This is formalized by Prop.5 below.
De nition 4 If A is a left-right St -algebra, then a (store) kernel of A is a family = f t g t2T s.t., for all t 2 T , t 2 Loc A t ! A R-t ] n . We denote by A kernel the set of the kernels of A. For each kernel , let denote the store generated by , i.e., the store s.t.
{ Dom( ) L is the least subalgebra of A L extending Dom(k) fA rs g rs2RSorts(St ) , { Graph( ) is the least family of functions extending and being a -homomorphism.
Proposition 5 The function from kernels into stores which maps in is well-de ned and bijective. We denote by ker( ) the inverse function.
Proof outline. The purpose of a left-right algebra is to give the algebraic structure of all intermediate con gurations in the execution of an imperative program; each store models one con guration. To have a complete model of the execution, we must add dynamic operations, i.e., operations which model store transformations. For de ning in a general way the substitution operation, we need some assumptions on left-right algebras, intuitively corresponding to say that, for each non basic location, say l:
{ l can be obtained in a unique way as a subcomponent of a unique basic location, say l 0 (assumption UPD2 below); that implies in particular that each operation in Op has only an argument of left sort (assumption UPD1 below); { changing the right value associated with l uniquely determines a corresponding change of the right value associated with l 0 (assumption UPD3 below).
These assumptions allow to uniquely de ne the store transformation induced by updating whatever location; actually less restrictive assumptions would be su cient (allowing more arguments of left sorts in operations in Op), but the above version allows a simpler formalization, and is satis ed by all usual imperative languages, as Pascal, Algol, Ada, Common Lisp and so on.
The rst assumption is that each operation in Op has only one argument of left sort. Then, the second assumption is that there is a unique way of obtaining a location as subcomponent of a basic location, i.e., through a unique chain of selectors and basic location. 0 (l 00 ) = (l 00 ), for each l 00 6 = l 0 .
Note that if there exist l 0 and sel-list, then they are unique by assumption UPD2. The fact that the third argument of this operation must be a left value belonging to the domain of the store models that in an assignment like lexpr ::= expr the left expression lexpr must denote an existing left value.
Below we give an explicit de nition of the above three dynamic operations as acting on the stores, in the case that assumptions UPD1, UPD2 and UPD3
hold.
In the following we write l ! l 0 (l 6 ! l 0 ) i there exists (resp. there does not In other words, the store obtained by an allocation includes the new location with all its subcomponents and is unchanged elsewhere; the store obtained by a deallocation keeps only the locations which are not subcomponents of the deleted location with their associated right values; the store obtained by a substitution is the minimal store which contains the new association and leaves unchanged all the unrelated locations (i.e., which are neither subcomponents of the updated location, nor conversely).
Allocation, deallocation and substitution can be considered the basic store transformations in usual imperative languages, in the sense that the nal store obtained as the result of a program can be always obtained starting from the initial store (empty) by applying a nite sequence of these operations. That property is formally expressed here below. Within this section we show some applications of left-right structures to programming languages. In 3.1 we outline the impact of our model on the semantic de nition of a Pascal-like language, showing in particular how some typical language features (like assignment) can be modelled in a type-independent way. In 3.2 we show how pointer types can be included within our framework in a very natural way. Finally in 3.3 we show an application of a somewhat unusual avor, a left-right structure modelling a spreadsheet.
Semantics of Pascal-like Languages
We consider here a Pascal-like language whose semantics is given on the basis of the classical state-environment model. The assumptions on the syntax of the language that we need in the sequel are summarized in Fig.3 . For each syntactic category, say s, we denote by S the set of the corresponding syntactic objects.
As usual, the semantics is syntax-driven, i.e. given by a homomorphism from the syntax into a semantic algebra. We adopt the usual notion of environment as a mapping from identi ers to their denotations: Env = Id ! Den].
We are interested here only in denotations of type and variable identi ers. Let us call PAS and PAS the left-right signature and the left-right structure modeling the type structure of the language. Then, the denotation of a type identi er is a pair of left and right sorts in PAS ; the denotation of a variable identi er is a basic location in PAS L-t . We assume that for each (left-right) type t the set Loc t of the basic locations in PAS is countably in nite Left expressions and right expressions are built using this left-right signature.
Entering and exiting a block is modelled by the following semantic clause (we consider for simplicity only one variable declaration cont ]] (f) = (f ) With this interpretation, right expressions like x + 2 and x + y are now written cont(x) + 2 and cont(x) + cont(y). In the current programming language practice \cont" is omitted.
Finally, note that the algebraic framework allows to nicely integrate the distinction between type and host-type existing e.g., in Pascal. Indeed, an assignment x := e where x is a variable of a subrange of int, e.g., 1..10] , and e is an integer expression, is correctly type-checked at compile-time, but can give an error at run-time if e is evaluated to an integer which is not an element of f1; : : : ; 10g.
At the semantic level, the left-right structure PAS includes two (right) sorts, one for integers and one for elements of f1; : : : ; 10g; the fact that int is the host-type of 1..10] is modeled by an operation i: R-1::10] ! R-int, which is omitted at the syntactic level, analogously to cont above; its interpretation is the embedding from f1; : : : ; 10g into Z Z. This operation is implicitly used whenever an expression of type 1..10] is automatically converted to the type int.
Moreover, there exists another operation going the opposite way, r: R-int ! R-1::10]; usually called a retraction; its interpretation is the (partial) identity from Z Z into f1; : : : ; 10g. Now, an assignment like x := e described above should be actually read
hence is a correct assignment of type 1..10]; anyway, whenever the evaluation of e gives an integer out of the range, r(e) turns out to be unde ned, hence the semantic value of the assignment is unde ned (as already stated, this unde nedness is used to model run-time errors).
Pointer Types
A reference (pointer) type to a type t is a data type whose right values are the left values of type t. From this informal de nition, it is easy to derive a rigorous formal semantics, following the preceding technique. Consider a pointer declaration in Pascal. 
A L-int = Loc int fl:head j l 2 Loc intlist g, The need of making explicit at the syntactic level the content operation is the most notable feature of a reference type. Consider indeed, for example, a variable identi er x of type p; then in the left-hand side of an assignment the value of x is a left value of type p, while in the right-hand side it is a left value of type t; thus if we want to use this left value of type t in a left-hand side of an assignment we have to write cont(x); Pascal adopts the notation x".
The left and right values of type p are de ned as follows.
Note that pointer types do not introduce any new problem, and can be handled together with other types, e.g., record types, in an integrated way. For instance, the fragment of the left-right signature and algebra corresponding to the type type intlist = record head: integer; tail: " intlist end;
is shown in Fig.4 .
Note that the approach is compositional, in the sense that the (fragment of the) left-right algebra for the type "T (i.e. the carriers A L-"T and A R-"T ) can be de ned taking the left-right algebra for T as parameter. In the case of mutually recursive types, like in the example above intlist and "intlist, the corresponding carriers in the left-right algebra are de ned in a mutually inductive way, as shown in Fig.4 . Some further discussion on compositionality is given in the conclusion (Sect.4).
We have the following semantic clauses, which are dictated by the homomorphic nature of E and LE.
E Note how the e ect of a dispose command can be modelled in a natural way by the restriction operation on stores.
Two things deserve a mention.
First, looking at the above model from a completely di erent point of view, we can think locations of type t as \unique identi ers" for elements; hence the possibility of sharing makes it necessary to distinguish the situation in which two names denote two elements which have di erent identities but equal value from the situation in which two names denote exactly \the same element". This feature is typical of object based languages, in which the two situations are called value and object identity, respectively.
Second, in Pascal-like languages these unique identi ers must be seen as left values, since there is in the language the possibility of directly handling locations of the referenced type (e.g., in an assignment like y" : = x"). This is not the case in other languages (like imperative LISP and object based languages) in which as a consequence a more abstract model of object identity can also be given (see 3]).
Spreadsheets
We show a completely di erent kind of application, giving an outline of the semantics of a command language for a spreadsheet (like, e.g., LOTUS). A spreadsheet can be pictorially represented as in Fig.5 . A spreadsheet looks as a matrix; the basic component of this matrix is called a cell and is denoted by a pair of indexes (horizontal and vertical). In each con guration a cell can be empty or contain some value (e.g., an integer). Basic operations on the spreadsheet are obviously getting and updating the content of a cell, which are exactly the usual operations on bidimensional arrays in Pascal. In addition to that, there is the possibility of performing the same operations on a zone, which is a rectangle of cells determined by the left upper and right lower corner; for example the zone marked in Fig.5 is denoted by the pairs k i and l j. Another interesting feature is that to a cell can be assigned not only a value (e.g., an integer) but also an expression built using other cells (e.g., c+c' where c, c' are cells, i.e. pairs of indexes); the e ect of this assignment is that the given cell will contain, from now on, the sum of the current contents of the cells c and c', hence its content will change as e ect of further assignments to either c or c'.
In Fig.6 we give the formal syntax of a command language for operating on the spreadsheet. For simplicity we add as argument of the commands the cell (or zone) on which the command must be performed, while in concrete spreadsheet languages this information is given implicitly since at each con guration there is a \currently selected" cell or zone.
Also for simplicity we consider only absolute cell references in expressions. Thus, assume to execute the following commands on an empty spreadsheet: The interpretation of the operations is given in Fig.9 . The unique left operation constructs a location of type cell from a pair of indexes. The two right operations + and Max return the usual result in Z Z when applied to proper values (integers), an expression corresponding to leave the evaluation \pend-ing" otherwise. The two left operations which have a right counterpart are the cell and zone selectors. The left version of the cell selector, given a location of type zone and two indexes, returns the location of type cell corresponding to these two indexes; the right version is the usual selector of an element in a matrix, given two indexes. The left and right version of the zone selector are analogously de ned.
Finally, Fig.10 shows the interpretation of the dynamic operations. The rst three operations update the (right) value of a cell, a zone and the whole spreadsheet, respectively. The Erase operation sets to zero all the cells of a given zone. The Move operation taken two zones z 1 Fig. 9 . Interpretation of operations for the spreadsheet parameters and updates the (right) value of z 2 to the value of z 1 , while z 1 is erased. The Copy operation does the same, apart that z 1 is not erased. Finally, the Show operation does not change the spreadsheet, and returns the proper value (an integer) of a zone, by computing all the \pending" evaluations.
On the technical side, note that in this case:
{ the assumptions UPD are not satis ed: here the same zone may be a subcomponent of several di erent zones; thus the substitution operations are not de ned exactly as in the preceding section. { There are no allocations/deallocations but always a xed number of left values in the domain of the store. { There are some non-standard dynamic operations typical of spreadsheet languages which can be de ned using the standard ones. They determine in an obvious way the semantic clauses for the various language constructs following the schema below. { The dynamic operations are de ned on the store kernels, and since the only basic left value is whole, a store kernel is just an element of SPR R-spread .
Conclusion and Related Work
Following the well-known principle that \algorithms + data structures = programs" 19] , applied to this particular case, we can say that an imperative language provides, from one side, a language for expressing algorithms for store transformations; from the other side, these transformations are obtained composing in some way some basic operations which are determined by the data structure (user-de ned by means of the type de ning features provided by the particular language). We have de ned a mathematical model, called left-right structure, of this underlying data structure, extending to the imperative case the usual algebraic framework for data types. That means xing a structure for right values and for locations (left values); moreover the association from locations into values must respect this structure, i.e., the store is a homomorphism. For what concerns dynamics, the underlying data structure determines also which are the possible basic transformations of the store: these are modelled in turn as operations which involve the store and (either left or right) values, called dynamic operations.
The main result of the paper is to provide an abstract uniform setting for the semantics of imperative programming languages, which in a sense rounds up and completes the well-known denotational approach (see 17] for a classical reference on the subject). Our framework can be used also in the context of the wider approach of inductive semantics 1, 5] ; actually the rst application of left-right structures has been shown in that context 1].
An important issue to be discussed is the contribution of our model to improving compositionality. The two basic concepts of denotational semantics are those of denotation (following 13], \a mathematical object that represents the contribution of the phrase to the meaning of any complete program in which occurs.") and compositionality (\the denotation of each phrase is determined just by the denotations of its subphrases", again from 13]).
These two principles are usually applied in two di erent steps when giving the semantics of a language:
rst, for each syntactic category, say c, a corresponding semantic domain D c is de ned, intended to be the universe of all the possible meanings of syntactic objects of type c; this \universe" can be just a set or a richer mathematical structure;
second, for each syntactic operator, say op: c 1 : : :c n ! c where c 1 ; : : : ; c n ; c are syntactic categories, a corresponding semantic clause is given which associates with any syntactic element of the form op(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) its semantic value, which is an element in D c obtained applying some semantic operator to the semantic values of t 1 ; : : :; t n .
Compositionality makes sense (and is usually required) in both steps. First, semantic domains are de ned in a compositional way, i.e., complex domains are obtained from simpler ones by various constructions, like cartesian product, disjoint union and so on (in this phase, some non trivial mathematical construction may be needed, e.g., for handling recursive domains). The same approach must be taken for structured types: for instance, the semantic domain of the array values must be obtained from the semantic domain of indexes and elements by a standard construction. Second, once domains are xed, the semantics of an element of the language is inductively de ned by composing the semantics of the subcomponents, as explained above. Now, our approach does not concern (is orthogonal w.r.t.) the rst phase. We assume that the semantic domains have been already de ned with some of the well-known techniques; in particular, that means that in the left-right structure giving the semantic model of the types of the language, the carriers (the sets of elements of the various sorts) have been de ned in a compositional way, for instance the set of the (right) array values has been uniformly de ned by a standard construction.
Where our model improves compositionality is in giving semantic clauses; indeed, we are able to give, for some command which makes sense for di erent structured types of the language, like assignment or allocation, a unique semantic clause, abstracting from the speci c nature of the type; in some sense a polymorphic clause.
The model we have presented here can be considered inside the family of the so-called \state-as-algebra" or \dynamic data-type" approaches to the description and speci cation of dynamic systems (see, e.g., 6, 4, 7, 9, 20] ). In all these approaches, the common idea is to model states of a dynamically evolving system by algebras, or more in general structures of some kind (models in the sense of the theory of institutions 8]), and dynamic evolution by transformations of such structures.
The framework presented in this paper is more speci c, and deals with the particular case of dynamic systems corresponding to imperative languages. Hence, states of the system correspond to execution states of an imperative program (stores), and state transformations correspond to basic commands like assignment. Formally, the distinguishing feature in this case is that a state of the system is a homomorphism, and state transformations can be de ned uniformly as minimal variations embedding some basic intended e ects and compatible with this homomorphic structure.
In other words, state transformations are obtained extending a basic action in a canonical way, based on the principle that the only variation w.r.t. the source state is that needed for accomplishing the basic action and in the same time preserving the overall required properties of states. In this respect, the work we have presented is related with some research aimed at re ning usual denotational models of imperative programming languages (functions on global states) trying to capture the fact that a function can usually modify only some part of the state 15, 11, 14, 16] . Anyway, in these papers the main aim is the treatment of locality of variables and the issue of structured data types is not tackled.
Another non-standard approach to modeling store is 10], where the main aim is to describe in an abstract way sharing of subcomponents.
Finally, in 12] store transformations are described as operations on partial maps, and an \access relation" similar to our subcomponent notion is used for modelling pointer structures.
A preliminary version of this paper is 2]; the idea of introducing an algebraic structure both for left and right values has been rstly applied in 1].
Note that a subalgebra B of A is uniquely determined by its carriers.
B is said strong i :
for each op: s 1 : : : s n ! s, for each a 1 2 A s 1 ; : : :; a n 2 A sn , if op A (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) 2 B s , then op B (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) is de ned (hence op A (a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) = op B (a 1 ; : : :; a n ) and a 1 , . . . , a n belong to B). : ; a n )) = op B w;s ( s 1 (a 1 ); : : : ; sn (a n )):
